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TR 305

TR 305/010 TR 305/020

TR 305/M

Max. working pressure: 1000 kPa. Max. input air pressure: 
1700 kPa. Regulation range: 0-1000 kPa. 
Cylinder capacity: 3500 cc
Dimensions (dia. x height): 240 x 550 mm. Weight: 20 kg. 

Same as above but provided with digital manometer 
(microprocessor based), linearity-hysteresis ≤ ± 0.10% FS, 
range 0-10 bar (0.001 bar resolution). Internal batteries 
(alkaline: 4 pcs - 1.5 V. size AA) 
Dimensions dia. 22 x 37 cm. Weight  kg. 10. 

Support column with 6 inlets and no-volume change valves. 
Dial gauge class 0.5, diameter 200 mm, scale 0-10 bar      
(0.1 bar division). 
Dimensions dia. 22 x 47 cm. Weight  kg. 12. 

5. CONSTANT PRESSURE SOURCES

BLADDER AIR-WATER SYSTEM

This compact, accurate system has been designed to 
provide a constant pressure which can be controlled between 
0 and 1000 kPa. It requires connection to an air compressor. 
Naturally, the maximum pressure which can be reached over 
long periods of time is that which activates the recharge 
motor of the compressor. The system itself consists of one 
or more interface cylinders connected to each other and 
one or more manometers for reading the pressure. The 
manometer has six inlets to allow connection to a maximum 
of six interface cylinders. The interface cylinder consists of a 
cylinder in which a bladder is lodged, regulation valve, hydro-
pneumatic circuit, complete with no volume change valves, 
air vents, conduits and junctions. This design eliminates 
the traditional centralised control panel which had the 
disadvantage of severely limiting subsequent expansions 
to the overalI system. All the component parts are of non 
corrosive material and the regulating valve is of the highest 
standard and extremely accurate.

TR 305 AIR-WATER INTERFACE CYLINDER

Accessories and spare parts: 
TR 205/T Rilsan tube diameter 6 x 8 mm: 20 m
TR 305/1 Pack of 6 bladders 
TR 305/2 Pack of 10 bladder sealing rings
TR 305/3 Pack of 5 bladder centering rings
TR 305/4 Bladder sealing ring placing tool

TR 305/010 ANALOGIC MANOMETRIC UNIT

TR 305/020 DIGITAL MANOMETRIC UNIT

Accessory: 
TR 305/030 Digital manometer, scale 0-10 bar

6.3
TRIAXIAL TEST

TR 305/M PRESSURE MULTIPLIER

This device doubles the hydraulic pressure output from the 
TR 305 and enables confi ned triaxial tests to be performed up 
to 20 bar provided an air compressor capable of maintaining 
a pressure of 10 bar is used. Made in anodized aluminium 
it has two special membranes which reduce friction to a 
minimum while increasing precision. The amplifi cation factor 
is guaranteed by special testing and calibration performed in 
our facilities: output pressure (pressure source manometer) 
is multiplied by this factor. An autonomous digital manometer, 
0-20 bar, is available as an option for direct readout of 
pressure. A by-pass valve shuts off amplifi cation so there is 
no need to remove the device when not needed.
Maximum displacement: 400 cm3. 
Dimensions: diameter 150 x 350 (h) mm. Weight: 8 kg. 

Accessory: 
TR 305/031 Digital manometer with 0-20 scale 

and autonomous, battery run power supply
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D 815

D 816 - D 816/1 - D 816/2 - D 816/3

IMPORTANT NOTE
1) In order to optimize usage and ensure validity of tests, 
a constant pressure of 10 bar must be maintained.
2) If the compressor is located in the work environment 
then the silent air compressor is recommended.
3) Cleanliness of compressed air determines long-
term effi ciency of the regulation valves so we strongly 
recommend equipping the compressor with air humidifi er 
and fi lter.
Use of a standard air compressor (max. 8-10 bar) for 
general laboratory use could result in difficulties in 
performing the whole range of tests.

TR 301 with accessories

COMPRESSORS AND ACCESSORIES

D 816 SILENT AIR COMPRESSOR (63 dB)

340 litres/min, 12 bar max pressure with 3 litre tank. 
Working pressure 10 bars. 
Power supply: 220 V, 50 Hz, 1 ph.
Dimensions: 700 x 500 x 840 (h) mm. Weight: 110 kg. 

D 816/1 AUXILIARY VERTICAL TANK (50 litres): 
15 bar for D 816

Diameter 305 x 929 (h) mm. Weight: 30 kg. 

D 816/2 AIR DEHUMIDIFIER (370 litres/min) 
with refrigerated cycle 

Power supply: 220 V, 50 Hz, single phase. 
Dimensions: 350 x 300 x 500 (h) mm. Weight: 30 kg. 

D 816/3 AIR FILTER

Dimensions: 150 x 570 x 360 (h) mm. 

ELECTRIC COMPRESSOR
50 litre tank, 110 litres of air per minute, 10 bar max pressure.  
Working pressure 8 bars. Complete with pressure reduction 
unit, pressure switch and gauge. 
Exempt from ANCC test (Italy).
Dimensions: 1000 x 800 x 450 (h) mm. Weight: 70 kg.

D 815 MODEL 220/380 V, 50 Hz, THREE PHASE

D 815/H MODEL 220 V, 50 Hz, SINGLE PHASE

D 815/P DEVICE FOR WORKING PRESSURE 
UP TO 10 BAR 

(It has to be ordered together with the air 
compressor)

AIR-WATER CYLINDER 
WITH FOOT PUMP (U.U. TEST)

TR 301 AIR-WATER CYLINDER 
with input and output valves 

Max. working pressure 1000 kPa. Capacity 3.5 litres. 
Weight 4.5 kg. 

TR 301/002 BRACKET AND CLAMP 

Used to secure the pressure gauge to a column of load frame. 

TR 301/004 PRESSURE GAUGE

Class 0.5, 150 mm diameter, graduated 0-16 bar 
with 0.2 bar divisions.
TR 301/006 FLEXIBLE HOSES AND CONNECTORS

TR 301/008 FOOT PUMP (800 KPA)

6.3
TRIAXIAL TEST

Weight 2.5 kg, max pressure 1000 kPa


